The Laboratory is located on a little peninsula on the west coast of Kii Province, about 40 miles northwest of Sio·rw-misaki, the southernmost promontory of the main island of Japan and about 80 mUes south of Osaka. The site is fcrmerl.y named Seto-kanayama as village and now Sirahama Town since 1940. The town is wel.l known as a hot-spring place with beautiful landscape and natural monuments, and many tourists at home and abroad visit for sight-seeing and taking a bath.
In addition, the marine life in the e1wirons, littoral as well as pelagic, is characterized by :its tropical faces and also by the richness and diversity in forms. This is due to the influence of a northerly branch of the "Kurosio" current washing along the west coast of Kii Peninsula, and also to the profuse indentations of the sea floor. The location of the Laboratory furnishes naturalists with excellent working grounds and is thus available as a base for wide-range field work involving both the terrestrial and marine biology in
• southern H onsyu.
During the thirty years since its establishment, various improvements ,have been made, and the Laboratory is now becoming one of the centers for the promotion of marine science in Japan.
EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
The area belonging to the Laboratory covers about 33,680 sq. m. on the tombolo hemmed in between the sea on the north and south. The Laboratory as a whole consists of ten separate buildings. They are all fiat wooden houses, except only the museum being of two-stored.
Research The main laboratory contains twelve rooms of concrete floor: an office, library, instrument-working room, storage room, photographic dark room, physiological room, chemical room, oceanographical room and three h1dividual research rooms, seven of which are supplied with running fresh and salt water fittings, and a wide cement sink, and also ·with electric light and power (3-phase, 110/220 volts, 60 cycle). Equipments for general biological and hydrological researches are mostly available. For collecting material and work on the sea there are at present two vessels, one called the "Janthina II" of 3 tons capacity, equipped with a 7.5 h.p. Diesel gas engine a:nd a row boat called the " Obelia".
Besides these, the Laboratory has now been equipped with improved facilities for regular meteorological observations. The Laboratory was established primarily to provide facilities for research in marine biology and also to give students in that university laboratory courses in marine biology. Since the war, however, the Laboratory has been opened for a course in marine biology and elementary oceanography to undergraduate students in other universities or colleges and to teachers of biology in public schools of lower grade, mainly from April to August. During the spring and summer vacations of every year, the Laboratory is crowded with many enthusiastic students.
The course is regularly conducted by members of the laboratory staff and by teachers of other schools attended. Usually it consists of lectures,. laboratory excercises, field works, collecting trips and discussions. During the course some pamphlets for guide to excercises printed by the Laboratory are freely used. Since the war, students and teachers attended to these courses have successively been increased year after year, as follows. Research work by members of the laboratory staff has been proceeding actively. In other respects also the Laboratory offers special facilities for instruction in marine science, and thus promotes for the advancement of marine research in our country.
LIBRARY
The Library contains many of the important marine biological journals, several thousand reprints and about 2000 bound volumes. The reports of expeditions, monographs and other books not found in the Library have temporarily been borrowed from the Zoological Institute of Kyoto University at Kyoto. The recent valuable additions to the Library include a complete set of algological and planktological books and reprints belonging to the late Jiro IKARI, one of the founders of the Laboratory. The Library has lately been much used by visiting workers or students in other universities.
The number of periodicals or reprints of papers being regularly received by the Library has been appreciably increased during recent years by gifts or exchanges. Thanks of the Laboratory are due to many Departments or Institutions at home and abroad for their gifts and courtesies presented to the Library. The following is a list of the periodicals and publications received since the end of War II. Subtitles of journals and reports in Japanese are given in the original form as well as in explanatory English translation if no accepted translation could be found. 
